Airline travel. Experienced parent rule #429: never gate-check
an expensive stroller. Instead, if you plan to do much airline travel, go
for a super cheap, lightweight model. Our suggestion: The Kolcraft
Cloud Plus ($66) has a good size canopy and removable snack tray.
At $66, this stroller is easily replaced if an airline destroys it.

Lifestyle #2: Urban Jungle
When you live in a city like New York, Boston or Washington
D.C., your stroller is more than just baby transportation—it’s your primary vehicle. You stroll to the market, on outings to a park or longer
trips on weekend getaways.
Weight is crucial for these parents as well. While you are not lug-

TROLLER
BSUGABOO
SMACKDOWN
ROUND-UP !

The Bugaboo Cameleon ($1270, 20 lbs.) is the reining champ of ultra expensive, three component
strollers (combining a bassinet, stroller frame and
seat). Whether you think it is a cleverly designed

stroller that embodies urban chic . . . or a sign of wretched excess,
Bugaboo sure has been one thing: a design leader. Now competitors are nipping at Bugaboo’s wooden shoes. We rate the contenders on a scale of one to three klompen! (Google it.)

PRICE

WEIGHT

COMMENTS/VERDICT

BABY JOGGER
CITY SELECT

$430

28.1 LBS.

Swiss Army knife of strollers with 16 configurations. 2nd seat runs $160,
bassinet is $90. But it weighs 40% more than Bugaboo.

BRITAX
B-READY

$400

28.1 LBS.

Reversible seat, 14 different seat configurations. 2nd seat is $150.
Wheel suspension, large storage basket. Fashion is a bit dull.

CHICCO
URBAN

$400

24.1 LBS.

Telescoping handle, aluminum frame, standing fold, large basket, quick
release EVA tires. Reversible seat that converts to carry cot.

MAMAS PAPAS
SOLA 2

$400

26.1 LBS.

Reversible seat, height adjustable handle bar, lay flat seat. Includes
rain cover. Affordable. But tiny basket won’t hold much.

NUNA
IVVI

$800

29.8 LBS.

Includes car seat adapter, full canopy extends to cover entire
stroller, run flat rubber wheels. But weight is nearly 30 lbs.

QUINNY
BUZZ XTRA

$450

29.4 LBS.

Price includes stroller, carry cot and infant car seat. Extendable zipper
canopy, air-filled front tire. Full recline. Reversible seat. Tri-wheel.

UPPABABY
VISTA

$840

27.5 LBS.

Pricey, but includes bassinet, height adj. handle, rain shield, mesh sun
shade, rubber-like foam wheels. Bonus: $130 rumble seat for toddlers.

PHIL & TEDS
SMART LUX

$400

26.2 LBS.

Modular seat has 21 configurations,; air filled wheels. Affordable,
but car seat adapters and bassinet are separate purchases.
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BUGABOO-ISH?

ging a stroller in or out of a trunk like a suburbanite, you may find
yourself climbing up subway stairs or trudging up to a fourth-floor
walk-up apartment. It’s a major trade-off here: full-featured strollers
that are outfitted for the weather (full boot, rain cover) can weigh
more than lightweight models designed for the mall. Basically, you
want a rugged stroller that can take all the abuse a big city can dish
out—giant potholes, uneven sidewalks, the winter from Hell . . .
without the weight of a bulldozer.
In the past, carriage strollers or prams were the primary “urban
jungle” stroller, but these have fallen out of favor for their bulk,
weight and other disadvantages (prams typically have front wheels
that don’t turn).
Multi-function strollers are now the rage for urbanites—these

